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TOKYO: Imports of crude oil by Iran’s four
major buyers in Asia more than doubled
in December compared with the same
month a year earlier, for the third straight
month, with purchases by South Korea
up sevenfold and India’s more than three
times higher. Iran’s top four Asian buyers
- China, India, South Korea and Japan -
imported 1.89 million barrels per day
(bpd) last month, data from governments
and ship-tracking services showed.

In absolute terms, imports slipped for
a second consecutive month, from a
peak of just under 2 million bpd in
October, which was the highest since at
least 2010, according to data by
International Energy Agency. Iran was
exempted from an OPEC deal in January
to reduce output by 1.2 million bpd, a
boon for Tehran which had argued it
needs to regain the market share it lost
under Western sanctions targeting its

nuclear program.
Across the first full year since the sanc-

tions were lifted, Iran has boosted
exports to its biggest Asian customers by
nearly 60 percent to 1.63 million bpd.

The country has been offering dis-
counts to buyers in return for increasing
their purchases, industry sources have
said. Iran’s crude oil imports cost Japan
an average $43.87 a barrel for December,
the third cheapest after Ecuador and
Columbia, trade data from Japan’s
Ministry of Finance showed on Monday. 

Japan’s trade ministry yesterday
released official data showing its imports
jumped more than 40 percent from a
year earlier to 246,243 bpd last month.
China’s imports rose 30 percent to
689,530 bpd, meaning the country
regained top spot among consumers
after buying less than India for three con-
secutive months.  — Reuters
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ASIAN COUNTRIES
Japanese Yen 2.660
Indian Rupees 4.500
Pakistani Rupees 2.916
Srilankan Rupees 2.038
Nepali Rupees 2.812
Singapore Dollar 214.740
Hongkong Dollar 39.443
Bangladesh Taka 3.848
Philippine Peso 6.144
Thai Baht 8.690

GCC COUNTRIES
Saudi Riyal 81.654
Qatari Riyal 84.101
ani Riyal 795.218
Bahraini Dinar 813.070
UAE Dirham 83.367

ARAB COUNTRIES
Egyptian Pound - Cash 19.700
Egyptian Pound - Transfer 16.242
Yemen Riyal/for 1000 1.229
Tunisian Dinar 133.620
Jordanian Dinar 431.200
Lebanese Lira/for 1000 2.040
Syrian Lira 2.182
Morocco Dirham 30.940

EUROPEAN & AMERICAN COUNTRIES
US Dollar Transfer 306.000
Euro 329.410
Sterling Pound 386.330
Canadian dollar 234.030
Turkish lira 79.580

Dollarco Exchange Co. Ltd

BAHRAIN EXCHANGE COMPANY WLL

Swiss Franc 308.000
Australian Dollar 233.170
US Dollar Buying 304.800

GOLD
20 Gram 243.78
10 Gram 124.81
5 Gram 63.25

Rate for Transfer Selling Rate
US Dollar 305.500
Canadian Dolla 232.980
Sterling Pound 384.965
Euro 328.400
Swiss Frank 306.830
Bahrain Dinar 809.855
UAE Dirhams 83.570
Qatari Riyals 84.790
Saudi Riyals 82.395
Jordanian Dinar 432.055
Egyptian Pound 16.386
Sri Lankan Rupees 2.036
Indian Rupees 4.493
Pakistani Rupees 2.913
Bangladesh Taka 3.864
Philippines Pesso 6.131
Cyprus pound 167.770
Japanese Yen 3.655
Syrian Pound 2.425
Nepalese Rupees 3.805
Malaysian Ringgit 69.835

CURRENCY BUY SELL
Europe

British Pound 0.377848 0.387848
Czech Korune 0.004139 0.016139
Danish Krone 0.040073 0.045073
Euro 0. 322395 0.331395
Norwegian Krone 0.032760 0.037960
Romanian Leu 0.084764 0.084764
Slovakia 0.009167 0.019167
Swedish Krona 0.030627 0.035627
Swiss Franc 0.300007 0.311007
Turkish Lira 0.074503 0.084803

Australasia
Australian Dollar 0.222602 0.234602
New Zealand Dollar 0.215753 0.225253

America
Canadian Dollar 0.227380 0.236380
Georgina Lari 0.138139 0.138139
US Dollars 0.301750 0.306150
US Dollars Mint 0.302250 0.306150

Asia
Bangladesh Taka 0.003650 0.004234
Chinese Yuan 0.043113 0.046613
Hong Kong Dollar 0.037349 0.040099
Indian Rupee 0.002738 0.004961

Indonesian Rupiah 0.000018 0.000024
Japanese Yen 0.002591 0.002771
Kenyan Shilling 0.002997 0.002997
Korean Won 0.000250 0.000265
Malaysian Ringgit 0.065510 0.071510
Nepalese Rupee 0.003083 0.003253
Pakistan Rupee 0.002716 0.003005
Philippine Peso 0.006071 0.006371
Sierra Leone 0.000068 0.000074
Singapore Dollar 0.209517 0.219517
South African Rand 0.016806 0.025306
Sri Lankan Rupee 0.001680 0.002260
Taiwan 0.009665 0.009845
Thai Baht 0.008327 0.008877

Arab
Bahraini Dinar 0.804702 0.813202
Egyptian Pound 0.013187 0.022440
Iranian Riyal 0.000085 0.000086
Iraqi Dinar 0.000186 0.000246
Jordanian Dinar 0.425719 0.434719
Kuwaiti Dinar 1.000000 1.000000
Lebanese Pound 0.000148 0.000248
Moroccan Dirhams 0.020121 0.044121
Nigerian Naira 0.001268 0.001903
Omani Riyal 0.787994 0.793674
Qatar Riyal 0.083198 0.084648
Saudi Riyal 0.080473 0.081773
Syrian Pound 0.001297 0.001517
Tunisian Dinar 0.130924 0.138924
Turkish Lira 0.075403 0.084803
UAE Dirhams 0.081847 0.083547
Yemeni Riyal 0.000994 0.001074

Chinese Yuan Renminbi 44.845
Thai Bhat 9.650
Turkish Lira 79.330

NBK report on GCC debt markets
KUWAIT: Global and GCC yields trended down
for most of 2016 before picking up in 4Q16.
The election of Trump, a Fed rate hike, and an
OPEC agreement to cut output all helped
yields higher towards the end of the year. Even
with the pick-up, GCC yields ended the year
lower, on the back of improving fiscal out-
looks. Meanwhile, the large financing needs of
GCC governments saw sovereign activity dom-
inate issuance in 2016. International borrow-
ing was strong, helping to ease domestic liq-
uidity pressures. GCC debt activity is expected
to remain robust in 2017; however, a stronger
USD and a more hawkish Fed may weigh on
sentiment. During most of 2016, concerns of
slower global growth and deflation risks, com-
bined with heightened political uncertainty
saw global bond yields pressured to unprece-
dented lows. Indeed, both the 10-year US
Treasuries and 10-year Bunds hit record lows
of 1.37 percent and -0.18 percent, respectively,
in July 2016. This followed Britain’s surprise
vote to leave the European Union in June,
which saw averseness amplified by the unex-
pected decision. Global growth momentum
turned during the second half of 2016. 

The stream of relatively stronger economic
data releases in 2H16, from advanced
economies, had set yields on a steady upwards
path. The positive change in economic out-
look also drove commodity prices higher. This
in turn set in motion a marginal upward shift
in growth and inflation expectations. Upward
pressures on yields were further catalyzed in
4Q16 by the election of Trump, with investors
interpreting his presidency as inflationary. The
President’s economic policies were expected
to focus on fiscal stimulus potentially funded
through debt. 

This prompted a sell-off in government
bonds across the globe and saw yields on US
10-year bonds shoot up by 20 basis points
(bps) on the day following the election and 53
bps during November 2016. The improvement
in global economic sentiment culminated with
the Fed’s only rate hike in 2016. After much
speculation, the Fed finally raised the federal

funds target by 25 bps in December 2016. The
move had little impact on bond markets as it
was largely priced-in. Still, a surprisingly more
hawkish outlook for 2017, with expectations
of three rate hikes rather than two, did help lift
yields further supported by a string of strong
data releases in December.  This encouraged
the protraction of the bond sell-off, pushing
10-year US Treasury yields higher, to finish the
year at 2.43 percent, up 16 bps. 

In the eurozone and Japan, central banks
remained in quantitative easing (QE) mode,
helping to keep yields down. The ECB, deter-
mined to steer inflation higher, extended its
QE program by nine months in December
2016. The extension is expected to run
through April 2017 to December 2017,
although at a slower pace of EUR 60 billion. The
BOJ offset unwanted movement in yields
through its “yield curve control” mechanism. As
such, yields on 10-year Bunds ended the year
down 35 bps, while 10-year JGBS were down
22 bps.  Uncertainty over Italy’s leadership fol-

lowing the resignation of its PM and substan-
tial capital shortfalls at its banks weighed on
sentiment. In the GCC, yields were in line with
international markets, yet ended 2016 lower,
on the back of an improving fiscal outlook.
Indeed, even with a pick-up late in the year,
rates were dominated by a downward trend for
most of 2016. This is best illustrated by Dubai’s
2021 paper, which dropped 31 bps over 2016,
despite increasing 15 bps in 4Q16. The buy-in
into GCC paper was driven by their relatively
attractive returns, supported by recovering oil
prices and steadily more robust and transpar-
ent fiscal and economic mandates. The latter
was crucial for competitive access into interna-
tional debt markets, which in turn saw out-
standing offers from GCC sovereigns, spear-
headed by Saudi Arabia and Qatar. 

Saudi Arabia took advantage of the region’s
growing popularity, introducing the largest
ever sovereign emerging market bond offer-
ing. It tapped international debt markets for
$17.5 billion, with an order book that totaled

$67 billion. The successful bond sale reflected
the turn-around in investors’ outlook vis-‡-vis
the region, with the positive sentiment spilling
over across the GCC. The overall improvement
in confidence helped temper fears of sover-
eign default, with CDS rates falling for all
tracked GCC countries. Many saw substantial
improvement in the second half of the year.
This coincided with many investment friendly
and fiscally responsibly announcements, as
well as the OPEC agreement to cut oil produc-
tion. Dubai saw the largest drop, down 82 bps
in 2016, followed by Bahrain and Saudi, down
42 bps and 37 bps respectively. Issuance in the
region saw a large increase in 2016 on the
back of growing government financing needs.
Gross issuance totaled $105 billion in 2016, up
$32 billion from the previous year, and double
what was issued in 2014. This saw the stock of
outstanding bonds jump $69 billion, to settle
at $376 billion at the end of 2016. Sovereigns
led the issuance, with GCC governments hav-
ing tapped domestic and international bond
markets for $85 billion. 

Sovereign issuances dominated 4Q16, with
gross issuance topping $23 billion. Saudi
Arabia accounted for most of the activity,
thanks to its sizeable issuance, while Bahrain
and Kuwait borrowing accounted for the rest.
With the exception of Kuwait, all GCC sover-
eigns tapped international debt markets in
2016, in a bid to cope with tightening domes-
tic liquidity, issuing $39 billion worth of dollar
denominated bonds. The year saw first time
issuer Saudi Arabia come to market with its
international debt offer of $17.5 billion, as well
as Qatar’s sizeable $9 billion offering, while
Abu Dhabi returned after a seven year hiatus,
issuing $5 billion. Meanwhile, Oman borrowed
$4.5 billion throughout the year, and Bahrain
$2.5 billion. This is not to mention their large
forays into the international syndicated loan
market, where Saudi Arabia, Qatar, and Oman
borrowed a combined $26.5 billion. The pick-
up in international issuance helped ease liq-
uidity constraints across the GCC. 

This helped moderate the climb in rates,

with Saudi seeing the biggest improvement
following its issuance. The Saudi 3-month
interbank rate dropped 35 bps from its peak of
2.38 percent, to settle at 2.03 percent.
However, it still remains high in comparison to
its 5-year average.

Private sector issuance was far more sub-
dued, as bank appetite for debt diminished.
Gross issuance of the private sector in the GCC
eased for a third consecutive year, dropping to
$20 billion in 2016, from $32 billion in 2013. The
slowdown in activity was primarily due to the
moderation of the non-oil sector, brought on
by the decline in oil prices. This, and a dimin-
ished need to raise regulatory capital, saw
issuance by banks decline. By contrast, issuance
by non-financial companies picked up in 2016,
after registering its worst performance in a
decade in 2015. GCC debt is expected to
remain robust in 2017, with issuers seeking to
take advantage of the still favorable global
rates environment supported by their improv-
ing fiscal sustainability. The GCC’s financing
needs remain large, estimated at $87 billion for
2017. Oman has begun working on its next
international issuance. Kuwait is close to issuing
its international bond, which could raise up to
$10 billion. Talk of a sizeable international Saudi
sukuk also emerged following the announce-
ment of their 2017 budget. Meanwhile, weak
fiscal pictures will continue to push govern-
ment-related entities to debt markets, with
Omani and UAE state owned firms expected to
lead the way. Global risks in the form of contin-
ued strength in the dollar and a more hawkish
Fed, both driven by uncertainties over US eco-
nomic policy, will weigh on GCC yields.  A
stronger US dollar may deter non-USD
investors, while a more hawkish Fed may see
GCC rates move up in parallel. As a result, this
may see GCC yields pushed up and issuance
decline. Indeed, the region’s peg to the dollar
makes it very susceptible to US developments.
This was observed following the most recent
Fed rate hike. Kuwait, Saudi, Bahrain, Qatar, and
the UAE all added 25 bps to their respective
policy rates within days of the Fed move.

Yields lower in 2016 on improving outlooks

ANKARA/PARIS: A row over US visa bans may
further weaken Iranian President Hassan
Rouhani’s efforts to attract foreign investors to
Iran, particularly if it slows the implementation
of deals for Western aircraft, officials and ana-
lysts said. The deals for 80 Boeing jets and 100
from Europe’s Airbus struck last year are seen by
Western investors as a crucial test as they seek
business in Iran in the wake of the nuclear deal
that led to the lifting of most sanctions.

People involved in the airline deals say it is
too early to assess the impact of the US visa ban
but worry that hardening rhetoric in Tehran and
Washington can only add to a list of complica-
tions that could slow, if not endanger, the jet
sales. While Airbus planes come from Europe,
the administration of US President Donald
Trump can veto the sale of all the planes to Iran
because of the widespread use of US parts in the
aircraft which need US export licenses.

The visa ban could also prolong a hiatus in
talks about financing deliveries of jets, with
European and Chinese banks reluctant to put up
money to back Iranian jet purchases for fear of a
backlash against their US operations. “It will
make people more nervous, more risk-averse,
more inclined to wait and see,” said a senior
Western financier, who asked not to be named.

Iranian officials say that even before Trump
imposed restrictions on travel to the United States
from seven mainly Muslim countries, concerns
about what the new US president might do had
already put the brakes on post-sanctions business.
During his election campaign, Trump criticized the
nuclear accord six major powers struck with Iran
and his victory in November increased uncertainty
around Iran’s investment drive.

FINAL RULING
“The process has been very slow ... foreign

investors were very interested to work in Iran,
but since Trump’s election the process has
almost stopped. Investors are worried about
possible US punishments if they work with
Iran,” a senior economy ministry official told
Reuters. Final decisions on whether the plane
deals go ahead may well lie with Trump and
I ran’s  Supreme Leader  Ayatol lah Al i
Khamenei, the ultimate broker in the coun-
try’s faction-ridden politics who has the last
say on key matters.

Since taking office this month, Trump has
largely ignored the Iranian jet deals in public,
even as he lambasted U.S.  aerospace firms
including Boeing about other projects. For now,
at least, Boeing appears comfortable that Trump
won’t automatically block its deal, though ques-
tions also remain over further approvals from
Iran, two industry sources said. Boeing and
Europe’s Airbus declined comment. — Reuters

Visa row overshadows Iranian 
investment drive, plane deals

Asia imports of Iranian 
oil more than double 


